ON STAGE is your way of living a PERFORMANCE TOUR in an INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT.

A FESTIVAL that can give you the taste of the local choral atmosphere and a meeting point for old and new FRIENDS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.

MAY 21 - 24, 2020 | FLORENCE, ITALY
Welcoming Concert
host by Edoardo Materassi
Singing Tour

Lunch at “San Lorenzo Mercato Centrale”, a first-hand cultural experience of the Italian culinary specialties.

Great Final Concert in Santo Spirito Church

Workshop with Edoardo Materassi
15 min of music that will follow you back home and vividly spread among your audience through the sound of your singing in your next concerts.

More singing possibilities for you:
From a Mass Service to a Friendship Concert or extend your exploring and singing days in places like Pisa, Siena

INTERKULTUR.COM/ONSTAGE-FLORENCE2020